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ABSTRACT
LIQUEFACTION AND RING SHEAR DEVICE
By:
Julian A. Sandoval
University of New Hampshire, May, 2012

Liquefaction flow slides triggered by earthquakes or heavy rainfall in
saturated granular soils have produced great damage in landslide-prone
areas worldwide. A major aspect that needs more study is how the 'residual
strength' remaining in the liquefied material evolves at the high strain levels
imposed as the slide progresses. Strength of liquefied granular soils is usually
studied in the lab by means of the triaxial test, since the strains required to
trigger liquefaction are low, compared with those observed after it has been
produced. More sophisticated devices are necessary in order to apply the
high strains and shear strain rates that could replicate those of typical
flowslides; In particular, these are required to investigate the behavior of the
resistance of the flow, which is termed residual undrained strength (Sur).
Preliminary tests by de Alba and Ballestero (2004) with a modified version of
the triaxial cell suggested that the residual strength was not a constant
number, but depended on the velocity at which the liquefied soil was being

XV

sheared (i.e., the shear strain rate). However, in order to be able to control the
strains and the shear strain rates, a more sophisticated machine is necessary:
the ring shear device (RSD). The RSD is designed to apply a horizontal
shearing stress (cyclic or monotonic) to a ring-shaped granular soil sample.
This permits the application of very large total strains and controlled strain
rates to the specimen. An RSD was designed and built at the University of
New Hampshire with National Science Foundation support. A testing program
using the current version of the RSD was carried out using a fine uniform
sand, "Holliston sand". Results suggest that the residual strength is ratedependent and that the data can be interpreted using the Herschel-Bulkley
model. This model implies that shearing resistance increases with strain rate,
but that the increase diminishes in an exponential fashion (i.e. flattens out) at
high strain rates. Finally, data were compared with results from other RSD's
and with data obtained from liquefaction case histories Seed and Harder
(1990); the latter provided a reasonable match with residual strengths from
this study.

CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

Motivation

Landslides and flowslides are well known for causing huge material and
human losses. Therefore a better understanding is necessary in order to prevent
or reduce such catastrophes. There are several aspects of the flowslides that
need to be investigated, and although a lot of research has been devoted to this
topic, it is still matter of controversy especially because the deformations and
velocities that have been observed in the field cannot be reproduced in the lab;
also, it is very important to be able to predict both the run-out distance and the
forces involved during the flowslide so defensive measures can be adopted.
Even though cyclic loads (i.e, earthquakes, waves, etc) are the main events that
trigger liquefaction, static loads have also been investigated, such as
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rainfall events. The main purpose of this dissertation is to investigate the
behavior of the undrained residual strength of liquefied soils when they are
flowing (i.e., after liquefaction has been triggered).

This section is intended to introduce some important soil mechanics
concepts that will help the reader understand the main goal of this project. For
instance, consider an inclined granular soil mass, as shown in figure 1-1; the
water level is at the ground surface, which means that the soil pores are filled
with water and that the soil is fully saurated.

Ground water level

Inclined surface
Saturated granular soil

•

Soil element

Figure 1-1. Inclined saturated granular soil

The previous figure shows an inclined surface because this project is
focused on flow slides produced by the loss of shear strength of the soil; this loss
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of strength can be caused by either a monotonic load increase (constant load
applied with time) or by a cyclic load event (earthquake).

The soil element under consideration is subjected to two different types of
stresses: one of them is due to the contact between the particles (effective
stress) and the other is the pressure due to the water (pore water pressure).
According to the effective stress principle (Terzaghi, 1925, as cited in Holtz and
Kovacs, 1981), the total stress is the sum of the pore water pressure and the
effective stress, or:
CT'V

= ov - Uo

(1)

Where

cr'v is the vertical effective stress, ov is the total stress (or confining pressure) and
Uo the pore water pressure.

An important concept from Terzaghi's effective stress principle is that the
shear strength (x) of the soil is given by the equation (Holtz and Kovacs, 1981):

x = o'r tan <t>'

(2)

Where
x: shear strength of soil

3

a'f: effective stress on the failure plane
f: effective internal friction angle

T

is dependent on the contact between the particles (effective stress),

which means that whenever the pore pressure is increased, the shear strength of
the soil is decreased and vice versa. Of course, there is a point when the
effective stress can be zero (i.e. the pore water pressure equals the confining
pressure); this condition of zero effective stress is known as liquefaction and
does not mean that the shear strength is zero, but that it reduces to its minimum
value (residual strength); in other words, equation (2) no longer applies once the
effective stress goes to zero, but a non-zero shear value remains, with the
liquefied sand behaving as a viscous fluid.

If one wanted to measure the shear strength of a soil element, the triaxial
test is the most widely accepted way to model the behavior of the soil under
undrained conditions (i.e., load is applied fast enough that water cannot escape
from sample). Figure 1-2 shows a simple configuration of a conventional
undrained triaxial test: a hydrostatic pressure is applied to the sample to model
isotropic conditions (i.e., same pressure in both vertical and horizontal
directions); a loading piston is used to apply the external load which causes the
sample to experience shear stresses.

4

Since no shear stresses are acting on the vertical and horizontal planes,
they are considered principal planes, so in a triaxial compression test a1 is the
major principal stress and o3 is called the minor principal stress and the
difference between them is the deviatoric stress (q = o1 - a3).

Vertical stress: cti

Horizontal stress: <73
Closed valve

Figure I-2. Undrained triaxial test.

The response of the soil depends basically on its initial relative density
(Dr): when the relative density is low (e.g., 20% to 30%) the sample is said to
have a contractive behavior and it means that, since Dr is low, there are "empty"
spaces in between the soil particles; when a shear stress is applied the particles
try to occupy them, reducing the volume of the original sample in a drained test
or producing a positive excess pore pressure in an undrained test, which brings a
5

decrease in the shear strength. On the other hand, when Dr is high (say,
Dr>60%) there are fewer empty spaces in the mass than there were in the
previous case, so when a shear stress is applied, the particles start to roll over
the others and have no space where to go; as a consequence, the volume of the
sample increases or the sample dilates; in an undrained test, dilative tendency
translates into decreased pore pressure, thus producing an increase in strength.
Typical curves for a contractive and a dilatant sample in the triaxial cell are
shown in figure 1-3.

Dilative behavior

Deviatoric
stress

(A)
Contractive behavior

Axial strain (%)

Figure 1-3. Typical stress - strain curves for dilative and contractive soils from
undrained triaxial test.

Since contractive soils are prone to dramatic loss of shear strength, this
dissertation will be focused on flow slides produced in this type of soils and will
6

not consider what happens to dilatant soils.

Usually, the peak strength in curve (A) of figure 3 is achieved when the
axial strain is about 5%; in the case of a flow slide this strain is achieved during
early stages of the flow, i.e., peak strength is observed at the beginning of the
failure of the sliding mass; after that, the soil mass reaches a minimum value of
mobilized shear strength during the event, which is significantly lower than the
peak. This lower strength (at large strains) is known as residual shearing strength
or residual strength (Sur), and is reached very quickly, eliminating all the initial
conditions prior to failure, thus, it is the residual strength that should be used for
stability analyses and liquefaction-induced landslide analyses, since it governs
the behavior of the sliding mass. Being an important parameter for flow slide
analysis, this dissertation is focused on the determination of the residual
strength.

Also, it is important to mention that at large strains, in conventional triaxial
tests, the effective stress is small, but not zero; this situation complicates any
comparison with the undrained behavior of the soil during a flowslide, where the
effective stress is indeed zero.

To illustrate that the strains during flow slides are considerable higher
than those achieved in the triaxial test, consider figure 1-4, where it is clear that
the soil mass travels very long distances before reaching an equilibrium position.
7

Figure 1-4. Flow slide after an earthquake (El Salvador earthquake, 2001)

This figure shows a flow slide produced by the 2001 earthquake in El
Salvador (Mw=7.7). This phenomenon was observed in several places in the
zone affected by the earthquake and was responsible for significant damage as
well as human and material losses. In order to understand and to be able to
model the flow slide, the residual strength needs to be measured properly in the
laboratory.

Critical Void Ratio Concept

The shear strength of soils is probably the most important chapter in every
soil mechanics textbook, since subsequent topics are based on it (i.e., bearing
capacity of foundations, slope stability, etc). In the late 1930's, A. Casagrande
8

developed a testing program that represents a major contribution for the modern
understanding of soil behavior (Casagrande, 1936); the program basically
involved a series of drained, strain-controlled triaxial tests on low and high
relative density cohesionless soils. At large strains, both dilative and contractive
soils reached a constant void ratio, after which the shear strength did not change
anymore; such state of large deformation was known as steady state, the
constant void ratio was termed the critical void ratio (CVR) and it was found to be
dependent on the effective confining pressure (cr'3c), so it was possible to plot a
curve in natural scale (figure l-5a), which in semi log scale plots as a straight line:
the steady state line (SSL) (figure l-5b). Thus, in figure l-5b, drained test (1)
dilates to SSL and test (2) contracts to SSL, after which the void ratio no longer
changes.
e

Loose, contractive
Loose, contractive

CVR
line=SSL

CVR
curve

Dense, dilative

a 3c

Dense, dilative

log a'3c

Figure I-5. a) Critical void ratio curve; b) Critical void ratio line.

Since the critical void ratio was used to define the boundary between
dilative and contractive behavior, it was also considered a tool to define the
boundary between states of flow liquefaction and no-liquefaction (see figure 1-6).

Flow liquefaction susceptible soil if driving static
shear stress is greater than Sur

SSL
Not flow liquefaction susceptible
"*log a'3c
Figure 1-6. Flow liquefaction susceptibility as a function of void ratio.

Unfortunately

for

Casagrande,

appropriate

pore

water

pressure

measurement devices were not available at the time, so he hypothesized that,
under undrained conditions, saturated contractive soils would develop positive
excess pore water pressure increments and dilative soils, negative pore water
pressure increments.

Another hypothesis proposed (but not tested) by Casagrande was that
once the saturated soil reached large strains, in undrained conditions it could
develop a fluid-like behavior, at very low a'30 with a re-orientation of particles and
a minimum friction resistance state (the steady state), i.e. test (2) in figure 1-6. In
10

test (1), ct'3c increases to SSL so the strength increases. As previously noted,
Casagrande's tests were carried out on drained samples; undrained behavior
was tested by Castro (1969), when he was able to run a series of undrained
stress-controlled triaxial tests with pore pressure measurement on soils with
different relative densities. Typical results are shown in figure I-7.

For instance, curve A represents the typical behavior of a conventional
triaxial compression test on a sample with contractive behavior. Usually, for most
sands the plot reaches a maximum value of the deviator stress [q] at an axial
strain of «5% after which the shear strength decreases until it reaches a
minimum value; at this point («20% axial strain) the shearing strength and the
volume of the sample apparently don't change anymore. However, a small but
measurable effective stress may remain, so strength may still be modeled as a
Mohr-Coulomb material (using equation 2). Authors have given different names
for this type of behavior: actual liquefaction (Casagrande, 1975), static
liquefaction (Castro et al, 1977; Poulos et al, 1985; Vaid et al, 1990), flow failure
(Vaid et al, 1983; Alarcon and Leonards, 1986) or collapse behavior (Sladen et
al, 1985). Whichever term is being used, the most important characteristic for this
study is that, at large axial strains (usually 20% to 25%), triaxial test results
suggest that the shear strength and volume do not change any further with
continuous deformation (implications of this observation will be discussed in
following sections). Figure I-8 shows that regardless of what type of undrained
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load is applied (monotonic or cyclic) to a saturated contractive sample, it reaches
minimum shear strength (residual shear strength).

A —

—

l

Dilation

Limited
Liquefaction

An

A

Limited
Liquefaction
Liquefaction

Liquefaction

Au: excess pore water pressure
&a: axial strain
q: deviatoric stress ((T1-CT3)
p':
mean
effective
stress
)/3

Liquefaction
i ilation

Figure 1-7. Triaxial test results on saturated soils with different relative densities
(after Castro, 1969).

Returning to figure I-7, curve C represents a phenomenon that is still
matter of controversy and is called limited liquefaction (or limited flow or quasi
steady state) (Vaid and Chern, 1985). Basically, after [q] reaches a maximum,
the shear strength drops, but suddenly it reaches a minimum value (QSS) and it
goes up again exhibiting a dilative behavior until the end of the test. Some
authors do not agree with this kind of behavior arguing that it is rather a
consequence of the device that is being used (a laboratory artifact, i.e., produced
12

by the end restraints of the specimen) (Zhang and Garga, 1997). This kind of
behavior and the discussion about it is beyond the scope of this project.

A
Monotonic load
Steady state

Cyclic load

Residual strength (Sur)

Usually 20% to 25%

e,

Figure I-8. Liquefaction induced by monotonic and cyclic loading.

Previous figures show results of induced liquefaction in the lab using the
triaxial test on saturated granular materials, and an important observation to be
made is the fact that the maximum axial strain achieved is not more than 20% to
25%; beyond this point, it is very difficult to calculate the stresses in the sample
as the cross section becomes distorted, i.e. much greater at the midpoint. This
behavior, as will be discussed in future paragraphs, is a key characteristic of this
particular device (triaxial cell) and constitutes a disadvantage when dealing with
13

residual conditions (large strains). In figure 1-8 it is clearly recognized where the
peak strength is, as well as the point where the strength is apparently reduced to
a minimum value, which seems to remain constant until the end of the test.
However, the actual value of Sur depends on the stress calculated on the highly
deformed sample and needs to be further corrected for the resistance of the
membrane, which may be a significant fraction of the observed Sur. As
mentioned previously the main objective of this dissertation is to develop a more
reliable technique for measuring Sur.

Steady State Strength Measurement

In terms of the measurement of the strength at the steady state (residual
strength, Sur), it can be evaluated in two ways (Byrne and Beaty, 1999):

A) Directly from testing undisturbed samples, combined with a lab testing
framework.
This first option was initially evaluated by Poulos (Poulos, Castro and France,
1985) to evaluate both Sur and liquefaction potential, and the method can be
summarized as follows (figure I-9):

A.1. Determine insitu void ratio. The authors mention three methods to find
the void ratio of loose sand insitu: a) Fixed piston sampling; b) freezing of
the ground and coring; and c) sampling in test pits. Details of these
14

procedures can be found in the cited reference (Poulos, Castro and
France, 1985).

A.2. Determine steady - state strength line using triaxial test on compacted
specimens. This is achieved by using different relative densities and
confining pressures. Plot steady-state strength vs. void ratio.

A.3. Determine undrained steady state strengths for "undisturbed" specimens.

A.4. Correct measured undrained steady-state strengths to insitu void ratio as
follows: plot Sur for "undisturbed" specimen versus its void ratio after
sampling extrusion and consolidation (point A, figure I-9). Draw a parallel
line to SSL from compacted specimens, through point A; use the in situ
void ratio for the undisturbed specimen (step 1) to find the estimated Sur,
using the parallel line mentioned previously.

A.5. Calculate insitu driving shear stress and the factor of safety before and
after liquefaction.

A.6. Decide on required remediation measures.

Poulos note that "The original structure is completely remolded at the
steady state line. Therefore, the method of specimen preparation, which controls

15

the original structure, has no influence on the position or slope of the steady state
line for the particular soil used."
0.8

0.7
STEAOY STATE LINE
fOK THE COMPACTEO

SPECIMENS

ASSUMED STEAOY STATE
STNENSTH LINE FO* THIS
"UHOlSTUNBCO" SPECIMEN

IN -SITU VOID NATIO
ron THE *UN0lSTUR8E0'
.SPECIMEN

VOID NATJO

X

in SAMPLING,

0.4

tUSION AND
tOUDATION

ESTIMATEO IN-SITU
UNOKAIMCO STEAOY
STATE STftENSTN

0.3
100

> U
UNCO STEADY STRENGTH
I .FOR THIS "UNDISTURBEO* SPECIMEN

(00,0

1000
STEAOY STATE SHEAR STRENGTH, S, u , p«f (Ipsf • 0.05kPo)

Figure 1-9. Sur determination (Poulos, Castro and France, 1985).

However, it is noted by Byrne and Beaty (1999) that shear strains needed
to erase initial conditions effects are considerable larger than those achieved in
conventional triaxial tests.

B) Indirectly from penetration resistance linked to back calculation of field case
histories:

16

R. B. Seed and L. Harder (1990) came up with a different approach, which
involved determination of values for residual strength by back-analyzing
embankments

that

experienced

significant

displacements

after

an

earthquake. Residual strength values for sands with different fines content
were related to a corrected "clean sand" Standard Penetration Test
Resistance (N^^. Figure 1-10 shows results by R. Seed and L. Harder
(1990), expanding the original data set used by H. B. Seed.

120C

• SPT cata and rendu* strength parameters mmamurmt
O SPT data and raaiduai «tr*n0tt» parameter* estimated
O Conatrucfcon • induced tiquafection and aHdino caaa hwtoriaa

V)

800
400
Lower San Fernando
dam

4

8

12

16

20

2*

Equivalent Clean Sand SPT Biowcount, (N,)w<#
Figure 1-10. Correlation between residual shear strength and (N.,)6(M;s (r seed
and Harder, 1990).

As can be seen, there are no data for (N.)
cn„e more than 15 blows per
I OU'vw
foot and the curve is sometimes extrapolated to obtain residual strengths for
safety and hazard evaluation studies, and the major problem is the scatter in the
data, so engineering judgment is required to select a value even if (N.)cnrc <
1 OU'vO
15bpf.
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In another study, the residual strength has been presented as a
normalized function of the initial vertical effective pressure (a'v0), as shown in
figure 1-11 (Olson and Stark, 2003), where the authors show a correlation
between the normalized SPT blowcount (Ni)6o and the liquefied strength ratio
(Sur/a'vo).

FIELD CASE HISTORY DATA FROM Ot SON (2001) AND OLSONAND STARK (2002)

Back-calculated liquefied strength ratio and measured SPT
9 Back-calculated liquefied strength ratio and converted SPT from measured CPT
O Back-calculated liquefied strength ratio and estimated SPT
A Estimated liquefied strength ratio and measured, converted, or estimated SPT

Clean sand (SP) and
sity sand (SP-SM)
with FC « 12%
TxCmp test data
lower bound

Clesn sand (SP)
TxCmp test data
upper bound
Liquofaction flow failure
case history bounds

SHty sand (SM)
12<FC(%)<50
TxCmp test data
lower bound

6

8

10

12

Normalized SPT blowcount,
Figure 1-11. Normalized SPT blowcount (NI)6O vs. liquefied strength ratio
(Sur/a'vo) (from Olson and Stark, 2003).

Liquefaction Flow Slides

As previously noted, liquefaction has been associated with rapid
movement of soil masses (flow slides), since in such cases the soil shear
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strength is reduced to its minimum value (Sur), after the application of an
external load (again, either cyclic or monotonic), and after initial conditions have
been erased (i.e., fabric, initial relative density, etc). In fact, one of A.
Casagrandes' first publications (1936) dealt with the stability of earth fills, where
the massive slide of Fort Peck Dam was analyzed and much of our
understanding of static liquefaction was drawn from this publication. Further
review of case histories show that shear strains produced in flow slides can
easily exceed 100% and the shear strain rate of the body can be in the order of
-1
10 to 100 sec (Bryant et al, 1983 as cited in de Alba and Ballestero, 2004).
These numbers should be compared with those which can be obtained in the
triaxial test; for example, in Castro's (1969) stress - controlled triaxial tests the
-1
shear strain rate was about 2 sec .

A different type of experiment with a triaxial cell, which should be
mentioned, is the one carried out by de Alba and Ballestero (2004), which
analyzes the post-liquefaction phenomena through a rheological approach, i.e.,
modeling the liquefied soil as a viscous fluid; the authors used a modified version
of the triaxial cell: the height of the sample was increased to 24cm and the
diameter was 7.1cm. The samples were prepared at low relative densities
(»30%), and they had a plastic ball (1.27cm diameter) inside it, weighted by a
load hanger (as shown in figure 1-12). A cyclic load was applied and the excess
pore pressure built up until sample liquefied; at that moment the ball started
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moving through the liquefied sample and traveled to stop 2.5 cm above the base;
this was done to lessen the effect of the boundary on the measured values.

Cyclic loader
I

Sand sample
(Dr = 30%)

-Plastic ball

Load cell
1
2

r~\
d
I LVDT

j£]

Hanger

Figure 1-12. Setup experiment of modified triaxial cell.

There are two important measurements during the test: displacement of
the ball vs. time and resistance to flow (apparent drag) vs. time; these data are
then used to calculate the velocity of the ball through the liquefied soil, and the
variation in apparent drag with velocity.

The experiment was repeated several times at the same placement
relative density at initial confining pressures of 70 and 140 kpa, using different
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loads in the hanger; once the data was recorded, plots of velocity vs. time and
velocity vs. apparent drag could be obtained; figure 1-13 shows the results from
tests at initial confining stress of 70 kpa (A) and 140 kpa (B).

flow slide velocities

; • Cyclic 20
j

m Cyclic 19

i A Cyclic 22
j © Cyclic 13
|>KCyclic 18

* ..f.irh
»*»•• • * ' •

'

40

60

•

[•Cyclic 14

A A •*.

80

Velocity [cm/sec]

Figure 1-13. Summary drag vs velocity, from modified triaxial cell at two different
initial effective stresses, A: 70 Kpa; B: 140 Kpa (de Alba and Ballestero, 2004).

These tests showed that the large-strain behavior of liquefied sands needs
to be studied by imposing large strains and strain rates on the specimen;
however, in the de Alba and Ballestero tests shear strain rate could not be
controlled, and total strains are limited to less than 300%.

Figure 1-13 is an interesting one, and suggests that the drag (or resistance
to flow) is not constant, but indeed depends on the velocity, i.e. the flow rate (rate
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dependency) and it also depends on the confining pressure, which indicates that
even at low velocities, there is a small resistance; this evidence led the authors to
conclude that the behavior of liquefied sands could be modeled as nonNewtonian stress thinning fluid.

So far, the bulk of research carried out in order to understand the post
liquefaction behavior has been conducted by inducing liquefaction failure in
triaxial specimens. As stated in previous sections the conventional triaxial test
does not model the large-strain and strain-rate behavior of liquefied sand. The
de Alba and Ballestero modification can impose larger strain and higher strain
rates, but cannot control the strain rate and is limited in the total strain that can
be imposed. Therefore a different type of device has to be used, one that is able
to impose "infinite" shear strains at high rates: the ring shear device (RSD).

The Ring Shear Device (RSD)

There exist several types of RSD: a famous version was developed in
conjunction between Imperial College (UK) and the Norwegian Geotechnical
Institute (Oslo) (Bishop et al. 1975), with a configuration similar to that of
Hvorslev (1936). A modern version of the RSD can be used to measure residual
strength of liquefied sands. The procedure basically consists in placing the
saturated sample in a loose state (low relative density), applying a cyclic load
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until excess pore pressure builds up and liquefaction occurs and finally
measuring the shear strength of the liquefied sample.

K. Sassa RSD

Sassa (1996, 2002, 2005) and his co-workers developed the RSD
depicted in figure 1-14, which is intended to study the behavior of liquefaction in
b

. NormiIittre«s

Sliding
surface

IppadnmueliK

pie

Ditui&t
rig Plate
fat prawn*
Soar zone

Sample

Rabfartxle)
FfiiiNi'iMiro.

Isttbleparti mm Mortblepirn

HAJl+JtJtA.

Rotatingpart*

Figure 1-14. Sassa's ring shear machine (Sassa, 2000)
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dHjMgewe

narrow shear bands (Sassa, 2005). This device has the particular feature of
having a pre-defined shear failure plane due to the ring being split at the
centerline; a condition similar to the direct shear device, where the plane of
failure is imposed. Also, it is important to note the complexity of the device, even
though the economical aspect is unknown to the writer.

A typical result on a silica sand # 8 (fine sand; Dr=63.3%) sand from
Sassa's machine is depicted in figure 1-15 (Wang and Sassa, 2002); the figure
shows the behavior of the pore water pressure development and the shear
resistance with displacement and with time. Notice, even though very high pore
pressures are generated, the liquefaction ratio (ru=generated pore water
pressure / applied normal stress) does not reach a value of 100%, meaning that
the sample may not be liquefied at all, or that the sample was actually dilating at
large strain, instead of contracting; the initial confining pressure was 200 kpa (29
psi); a residual shear strength value of about 20 kpa (2.9 psi) is observed in
figure 1-15.a.
It is also important to mention that the velocity used by the authors to
shear the sample is 10 mm/sec and did not apply any other value for subsequent
tests. This means that a strain rate effect was not really investigated by the
authors.

In a recent publication about this device Igwe, Sassa and Wang (2006)
report the results of undrained tests, with an effective consolidation pressure of
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250 kpa (36 psi) and a relative density of 29.5%. These results are depicted in
figure 1-16 and they indicate that in this case, the liquefaction ratio reached
almost 100% (figure 1-16a). An undrained residual strength of 2.2 psi is observed.
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Figure 1-15. Results from RSD on silica sand #8 (Dr=63.3%). a) pore pressure
and shear resistance vs. shear displacement; b) vs. Time (Wang and Sassa,
2002) [F: point of peak strength; P: point where major strength decrease ends].
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Figure 1-16. Undrained response of well graded sand, Dr=29.5% (Igwe, Sassa
and Wang, 2006)

University of Washington RSD

Another version of the RSD was developed at the University of
Washington (Bennetts, 2003 and Kramer et al., 1999) and is depicted in figure I17. It consists of a series of stacked metallic frictionless rings (outer diameter
18", inside diameter 13"); the uniform thickness of the sample is 2.5". A cross
section of the sample is shown in figure 1-18.
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Figrue 1-17. University of Washington ring shear machine (Bennetts, 2003)

18"

Figure 1-18. Cross section of UWA ring shear machine (Bennetts, 2003) (not to
scale).

If one wanted to calculate the shear strain (y) at points A and B, it could be
done so by using the following equations:

y A = (r/h) 0, and
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yB=(R/h) e,
6 in radians

Because the sample has a uniform thickness, a non-uniform shear strain
is imposed along the sample. This is a feature that can be improved by the
machine that is to be used for this project.

A typical result from UWASH ring shear machine is depicted in figure 1-19.
A residual strength of about 600 psf (4.2 psi) is observed; as in Sassa's study,
the author argues that strain rate has no effect whatsoever on the residual
strength and was not investigated, even though experimental evidence is not
provided. As a consequence, a single strain rate is reported: 300 %/min.
700
800 -

400 300 -

100

I" —
0

50

100

140

Shear Strain (%)
Figure 1-19. UWASH RSD typical result on loose sand, Dr=38% (Bennetts, 2003)
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Also, the author does not mention whether the sample was saturated or
not and does not report pore water pressure information. The shear strain
imposed during testing was reported as "...non-uniform. In the upper two-thirds
of the specimen, large uniform shear strains were reached. In the lower third of
the specimen, however, the shear strain was minimal..." (Bennetts, 2003).

Garaa and Infante Sedano RSD

This version is a modified one of that designed by Bromhead (1979), and
has a smaller section than that of the two devices described previously. A plan
view and a cross section of this cell are shown in figure I-20.

Plan view;

13.3 cm
Cross section:

2 cm

9.2 cm

4.1 cm

Figure I-20. Garga and Infante Sedano RSD version (Garga and Infante, 2002)

The load cell that reads thrust loads has a nominal capacity of 445 N,
which gives room for about 250 kpa of external pressure (36 psi). Figure 1-21
shows a typical result of this particular RSD machine. Since there is a vertical
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displacement of the machine, a correction of the external pressure has to be
applied during the test (that is why figure 1-21 shows a change in normal stress),
which means that it is a constant load type of test and that it would measure the
undrained residual strength. The authors ran tests with both dry and saturated
samples (no information about degree of saturation is provided).
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Figure 1-21. RSD typical result for Unimin 2010 sand (fine sand), void ratio:
0.916. (Garga and Infante, 2002). Open circles: effective stress; closed circles:
shear stress; continuous line: stress ratio.

According to the figure, a maximum displacement of 10cm was reached
and a constant value of the stress ratio (x/a) of 0.6 was achieved, which would
translate into 80 kpa of residual strength (11 psi). No relative density is reported.
The placement void ratio was e=0.916.

Also, it is important to mention that Infante (1998) explored the effect of the strain
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rate, using a maximum 1.75E-3 sec"1 (60°/min); the author reports no influence
of strain rate on residual strength. However, velocities in flow slides can be at
least 1000 times larger than the speed used by the author, which makes the test
not suitable to model a real flow slide.

Even though the failure plane was not predetermined, it was observed that
due to crushing of the particles, a failure plane might have been originated at the
middle of the sample. This was found by excavating the sample in horizontal
layers and performing sieve analyses with each layer.

Table 1-1. Comparison of main aspects of three ring shear devices

Soil reported
Test condition
Sur (psi)
Effect of strain
rate on Sur?
Strain
rate
(1/sec)
Relative density
(%)
Void ratio

Sassa (1)

Sassa (2)

Silica sand
#8
Undrained
2.9
NO

Industrial well
graded sand
Undrained
2.2
NO

UWashington
(3)
Unimin 4060
sand
Drained
4.2
NO

Garga and
Infante (4)
Unimin 2010
sand
Undrained (?)
11.0
NO

7.1

7.1

0.31

1.75E-3

63.3

29.5
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-

1.15

-

0.944

0.916

(1): Wang and Sassa (2002)
(2): Igwe, Sassa and Wang (2006)
(3): Bennetts (2003); Dr was calculated based on information found in reference
(4): Garga and Infante (2002) and Infante (1998)

The previous table summarizes the main characteristics of the three
machines cited.
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CHAPTER II

MATERIAL PROPERTIES AND SAMPLE PREPARATION TECHIQUE

This chapter is intended to describe the properties of the material used during
testing and the sample preparation technique that was implemented for the ring
shear chamber.

Material Properties

The material that was selected for this dissertation is washed and
sieved fine sand "Holliston 00" (from Holliston Sand Co., Holliston MA), with the
sieve curve (figure 11-1).

The material is classified as SP according with the USCS
nomenclature and has the following properties, based on Figure 1:D50 = 0.3mm

Cc = 0.89
Cu = 2.2
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Figure 11-1. Sieve analysis curve for Holliston 00 sand.

The maximum and minimum void ratios were measured in accordance
with the Japanese standard test (JIS A 1224):

©max

=

0.936

6min = 0.601
Ymax, dry = 103

pcf

Ymin, dry = 87.4

pcf

Sample Preparation Technique

There are two aspects that are to be explored with respect to the
sample preparation technique: the uniformity of the sample in terms of the
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relative density and its effect on the undrained behaviour of saturated sands.
Both aspects will be analyzed separately.

There are three methods available to prepare samples for testing:
moist tamping (MT), water pluviation (WP) and dry pluviation (DP).

The moist tamping (MT) technique consists in placing the moist sample in
layers, usually 5, in triaxial specimens (Vaid et al., 1999), until the target relative
density is obtained. This method has proven to produce non-uniform samples,
especially if low relative densities are desired, because the compaction of a layer
would induce more energy to the soil below it; as a consequence, a non-uniform
relative density would be obtained. Some researchers have implemented
undercompaction, which consists in placing layers at lower relative densities so
when the upper part is formed, it would increase the packing of the lower layers.
(Naeini and Baziar, 2001). Figure 2 shows a profile of void ratio with depth of
Fraser river sand (Vaid et al., 1999) prepared using the MT technique.

Air and water pluviation have been used successfully to reproduce the
sedimentation process of the soil; research by Mulilis (Mulilis et al., 1977), Emery
(Emery el at., 1973) and the writer show that pluviation methods can provide
uniform samples, and that water pluviation produces lower relative densities than
air pluviation.
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Figure 11-2. Uniformity of reconstituted specimen with MT technique (after Vaid et
al, 1999).

Vaid and Negussey (1988) suggest that the particles can be modelled as
free falling spheres to investigate the effect of the height on the velocity (see
figure II-3) by using the basic equation of motion of a body under free fall:

ma = mg - Vpg - CdpAu2/2

(1

V.

. too

too
so

so

100

Figure 11-3. Velocity of a free falling sphere in air and water (D5o=0.4mm) (Vaid
and Negussey, 1988).
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Where
a: particle acceleration
g: gravitational acceleration
V: volume of particle
A: projected area of particle
u: particle velocity
C{j: drag coefficient, which depends on Reynolds number.

The authors also studied the effect of the size of the sphere on the velocity
(figures 11-4 and 11-5).

o.4mw

50

15

100

(500

ITOO

HEIGHT OF DROP, em

Figure 11-4. Velocity of free falling spheres of different diameters, in air (Vaid and
Negussey, 1988).
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Figure 11-5. Particle size and height of drop effect on void ratio, in air (Vaid and
Negussey, 1988).

Previous figures suggest that in water pluviation, particles reach terminal
velocity at lower heights than in air pluviation (0.2 cm, in water) and that relative
density is directly proportional to the drop height: high relative densities are
achieved when drop height is increased, and vice versa. However, it is also
noted (as was also concluded by Mulilis, 1975) that the rate at which the relative
density increases is diminished as the drop height increases (e.g. H> 50cm,
figure II-5).

The effect of sample preparation technique on the undrained behaviour
(and on the steady state strength -Sur-) of granular soils has also been
evaluated and well documented by several researchers at shear strains less than
30% approximately, using different devices that try to model the sample when
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subjected to cyclic or monotonic loads: triaxial test, direct shear test, etc. The
effect of sample preparation on the undrained behaviour of sand is illustrated in
figure 6 (Vaid et al., 1999), where a series of results from anisotropically
consolidated undrained compression triaxial tests on loose Fraser River sand are
compared using two different methods (water pluviation and moist tamping) and
the same state of stress.

200
WP (e =0.855)

o' = 100 kPa
vc

a* = 100 kPa

150
x:

D

>

b

c/i
£
CO

100

i

&

Q

MT (e =0.861)

Axial strain, 8

0/

'0

Figure 11-6. Effect of sample preparation technique on undrained response of
loose Fraser River sand - conventional compression triaxial test (Vaid et al.,
1999).

Note, the moist tamped sample shows a contractive behavior (strength
reduces to about 7 kpa) and the water pluviated sample shows a dilative
behavior (strength increases as load is applied).
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A similar trend is observed when two saturated sands (Syncrude sand
and Fraser River sand) are subjected to undrained simple shear: water pluviated
samples show higher shear strength than air pluviated or moist tamped samples
(figures 11-7 and 11-8).
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Figure 11-7. Response of Syncrude sand under undrained simple shear (Vaid et
al., 1999).

Previous paragraphs describe methods that have been used with triaxial
cell and with simple shear; tests in the case of the ring shear device (RSD), these
methods can also be implemented.
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Figure 11-8. Response of Fraser river sand under undrained simple shear (Vaid et
al., 1999); AP: air pluviated; WP: water pluviated.

Sassa and his co-workers report using moist tamping (MT) and dry
pluviation (DP) (Wang and Sassa, 2002). Relative densities in the range of 61%
to 95% were reported in his 2002 study. However, the issue of the uniformity of
the sample along its area or/and its volume does not seem to be addressed by
the authors.

Sample Uniformity

The University of Washington version of RSD has included a procedure to
check the uniformity of the sample, which consists in impregnating the sample
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with a gelatine solution for relative density measurement upon drying. Figure 11-9
shows the results from the gelatine impregnation technique with respect to void
ratio.
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Figure II-9. Void ratio determined by gelatine impregnation (Bennetts, 2003).

The author (Bennetts, 2003) reports some discrepancy between the
average void ratio and the one obtained with the gelatine impregnation and some
scatter, as shown in figure II-9. Such scatter is attributed to the handling process
that the sample is subjected to during impregnation.

Garga and Infante (2002) used a version of the gelatine impregnation
technique to check the uniformity of the sample in the ring shear chamber. The
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authors impregnated the entire sample, in an acrylic dummy cell of the same
dimensions as the test cell and found a relative density variation within 2% of the
average, for dry pluviation, and 3% for water pluviation (sample was extruded in
slices, 2.5mm thick).

For this project, a couple of details were implemented from other versions:
a plastic dummy ring cell and the gelatine impregnation technique. Initially, the
water pluviation method was implemented and an acrylic hopper was used to
pluviate the soil (Holliston sand) into the dummy cell, filled with water (figure II10).

i

Figure 11-10. Dummy cell and hopper for water pluviation
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*

The hopper has two %" wide square-opening screens, mounted one over
the other, which reduces the velocity at which the sand is deposited (figures II10, 11-11 and 11-12); the screens are aligned so there is an offset to reduce the
size of the openings. Additionally, three small metallic containers, for which the
volume was determined previously, were placed in the bottom of the cell and
levelled with modelling clay.

To pour the sample into the cell, the hopper was filled with sand and a
small acrylic plate prevented it from pouring; when ready to start the deposition,
the plate was removed and the hopper was rotated at a given speed (0.33
rev/min) over the water - filled dummy cell.

Hopper (acrylic)

20cm

2.5cm

Outlet

3.5cm

10° inclination
Figure 11-11. Sketch of dummy cell and acrylic hopper.
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Once the procedure was complete, the containers were removed from the
cell, oven dried and weighed for relative density calculations.

This procedure was repeated several times and relative densities in the
range of 6% to 10% were achieved. Also, it is noted a difference within 5%
between containers, which suggest that the sample is not uniform along the
cross section of the cell.

Hopper

Acrylic plate

Metallic
screens
2.5"

Metallic screens

PVC pipe (2.5" diameter)

Figure 11-12. Detail of metallic screens and plate.

Consequently, a dry pluviation technique was implemented because
previous method would result in segregation in case soils with fines are tested,
because the samples are not uniform and because of the difficulty in attaching
the hopper to the device. The dry pluviation procedure is similar to that used for
triaxial samples, except that the rainer is circular (figure 11-14).
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Figure 11-13. Hopper outlet (bottom view) and dummy cell

The rainer has two metallic screens (opening size: 0.5mm) and they are
placed so there is an offset of about 2.5mm. It has the same dimensions of the
base of the cell so it can be placed into it, and then the soil is deposited with a
scoop; the rainer is pulled up slowly to keep the drop height as small as possible
and constant all the time.

Once the sample was deposited, a nozzle and a vacuum cleaner were
used to level the surface of the sample.
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Figure 11-14. Rainer and dummy cell for dry pluviation.

An acrylic plate with three fitting holes was placed on top of the sample, to
attach the hoses that are to be used to inject the gelatine solution (3% to 4%), as
shown in figures 11-15 and 11-16.
Top plate (Acrylic)

Figure 11-15. Top plate with fittings.
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Gelatine solution
(3% to 4%concentration)

Figure 11-16. Gelatine impregnation.

Once the impregnation was finished, it was recommended to put the cell in
a refrigerator for about 20 hours to help the solidification of the gelatine, after
which the sample could be extruded for relative density measurement (figure II17).

Since the sample was solidified, the relative density can be calculated
similarly as the bulk density:

• Weigh sample
• Calculate volume of sample by water displacement
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• Rinse the sample, remove the gelatine and dry it to obtain the dry unit
weight
• Use dry unit weight to calculate relative density:

Dr = [(1/ymin ~ 1/ydry)] / [(1/ymin — 1/ymax)] * 100

Figure 11-17. Solidified sample after impregnation.

Since the uniformity of the sample was to be explored in both horizontal
and vertical directions, several chunks could be extruded to calculate the relative
density. Several tests were run and densities in the range of 26% to 29% are
achieved. Figure 11-18 shows the spreadsheet used for calculations.
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MaxUW: 87.4
Min UW:

pcf

emax:

0,9363

103 pcf

e min:

0,8069

#

(gr)
Wwire

1

14,1

920

11,9

2A (top)
2B (bot)

14,1
14,1

335,3
630,5

3

14,1

4A(top)
4B (bot)

14,1
14,1

(gr)
(gr)
(gr)
Wsample Wwire sub WsoilSubm

(gr)
Wsieve

Wsieve+
dty soil

(cc)
Vwire

426,1

347

1055,8

2,2

493,9

708,8

89,55076 0,846551 27,24635

11,9
11,9

159,4
267,1

341,2
340,3

590
860,5

2,2
2,2

173,7
363,4

248,8
520,2

89,37893 0,8501 26,16865
89,32438 0,85123 25,82565

662,4

11,9

340,9

347

808,9

2,2

321,5

461,9

89,65026 0,844501 27,86856

268,24
504,4

11,9
11,9

135,49
240,39

341,2
340,3

528,3
720,3

2,2
2,2

130,55
264,01

187,1
380

89,42964 0,849051 26,48716
89,81478 0,841122 28,89424

(cc)
(gr)
Vsampfe Wdry.soil

(gr/cc)
UW

%
e

Dr

4A
48

2A

Figure 11-18. Spreadsheet used for calculations.

Also, measurements show that similar results are observed in the two
directions; this is due to the fact that the thickness of the sample is not more than
1".
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Sample Preparation in the Real Ring Shear Cell

Previous methods were implemented with a dummy cell. For the test drypluviated samples, more precise total volume measurements were required since
impregnation to measure density was not possible; two acrylic dummies (of
known height) were used to obtain the average height of the specimen (see
figure 11-19).

a)

Top ring

Dial
gauge

Chamber
Dummy
Dummy

b)

Sample

Figure 11-19. Readings on dummies (a) and on sample (b) to find the height of the
sample.
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The following procedure is recommended to prepare the sample and to
measure the relative density (see figures 11-19 and description of the machine,
chapter III):

1. Clean the chamber so no excess sand is involved in calculations.
2. Remove o-rings from top ring and place them to one side.
3. Place the two dummies in chamber and bring top ring down.
4. Apply a vertical pressure similar to that to be used during testing (i.e. 2000
lbs on Labview display - or 2.5 psi on the bladder pressure regulator) and
take readings with a dial gauge to 0.001" of an inch (2 readings in
opposite sides of the top ring).
5. Lift top ring and remove dummies.
6. Insert rainer in cell.
7. Deposit sand with scoop.
8. Pull the rainer up slowly and keeping a constant speed.
9. Level the surface using the nozzle and a vacuum cleaner (see figure II-

20).
10. Clean any excess sand around the walls of the chamber.
11.Wash, lubricate and place the o-rings back in the top ring.
12. Bring top ring down and apply external pressure.
13. Take readings on sample using the same dial gauge and placing it at the
same locations as before.
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14. Use difference with known dummy height to obtain average height of
sample.

Figure II-20. Nozzle to level the surface of the sample.

After testing, the sample has to be totally removed from the cell, dried and
weighed; this value is used with the volume calculated from step 14 to obtain the
relative density of the sample.
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CHAPTER III

DESCRIPTION OF THE MACHINE

The basic machine was designed and built at the University of New
Hampshire by a team of senior mechanical engineering students as a capstone
design project (team members are listed in Appendix A) under the supervision of
Professors Barry Fussel and Pedro de Alba, and the writer. Progressive
improvements to the original design were made by the writer as discussed in the
following sections.

The UNH ring shear device (RSD) shares several characteristics of other
versions of the machine: an annular chamber containing the sample, a top ring
that can be moved either cyclically or monotonically to provide shear stresses at
the top of the sample, a motor that drives the top ring, etc. Some of the
characteristics of this particular design are intended to improve small details of
other versions, such as using non-uniform cross-section height of the sample, to
ensure a uniform distribution of shear strain in the vertical direction. The
structural components were designed so a total stress of 50 psi can be imposed:
30 psi of confining stress and 20 psi of backpressure; such pressures are
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considered to be representative of samples at 25 ft (7.6m) depth, which
corresponds to depths that have been observed to be prone to liquefaction and
in flow slides.

Winch
Top plate

X=L

Chains

Motor
Mid plate
Housing

Upper center shaft
Main frame
Top ring

Lower center shaft

Soil
Load cell

Lower
Pneumatic bladder
Base plate

Table

Figure 111-1. Sketch of the RSD machine (not to scale).
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The ring shear machine is made up of several components: main frame,
ring shear chamber, and loading, saturation and measurement systems; a sketch
and a general view are shown in figures 111-1 and III-2. The following paragraphs
describe the components; detailed technical specifications of major components
are given in Appendix B.

Motor

r
Lateral shaft
Lateral shaft

Main frame

Figure III-2. Ring shear device (RSD), general view.

• Main frame. It is composed of four 1.5" diameter steel shafts and by four 0.5"
thick steel plates. The table supporting the frame was designed to hold up to
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10000 lbs of load, which is more than the loads that are expected during
testing. Main frame shafts are fixed to base plate and top plate; the lower
plate can move upward to apply vertical stress to test specimen. The mid
plate is fixed in testing position by two additional lateral shafts which are
clamped to the lower plate.

• Winch. This is used to bring the top ring up and down. It is attached to the
mid plate by a set of two chains.

• Driving motor. This unit is a Parker SM Series Brushless Servo Motor and
provides the rotary movement of the top ring (see figure III-2). Since the
strain rate effect is being investigated, several velocities are to be used
during the unidirectional rotation of the top ring.

• Top ring. See figure III-3. This is a metallic unit, and has 4 grooves for the oring seals (not shown); initially, the unit was designed to have two o-rings to
seal the outer and internal contact surfaces; since the seal was of great
concern, it was envisaged that a counter pressure might have to be applied
between the o-rings to prevent leakage and ensure undrained conditions
during testing. Experience has shown that one o-ring works well for
backpressures to 15 psi. Since the top ring is responsible for providing the
shear stress to the sample, it has a ring of sandpaper attached to its bottom
(see figure III-4), and it covers the entire section of it, except where the
drainage port is located.
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12"

3.5"

O-ring seals

Soil chamber

Pneumatic bladder

Figure 111-3. Detail of top ring and chamber (not to scale).

The top ring is attached to the motor using an upper center shaft (see
figure 111-5), which engages to another shaft that comes from the motor,
through a coupling that has as a primary function to transmit the
cyclic/monotonic rotational movement to the top ring. The upper center shaft
pushes on a ball bearing (see figure 111-5) transmitting the vertical load to the
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housing, which in turn send the vertical load to the main frame. It is important
to mention that the coupling is not designed to receive vertical loads at all,
and to avoid this from happening, a bolt was placed below the coupling (it is a
safety measure and does not act all the time, i.e, if a vertical load is to be
transmitted, it would receive it and send it to the housing, instead of send it to
the coupling).

Figure II1-4. Detail of sandpaper attached to the top ring.
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Motor
Mid plate
Motor shaft

JUL

Coupling

Housing

Ball bearing

Upper center shaft

Figure 111-5. Detail of housing and coupling (not to scale)

• Soil sample chamber (figure 111-6). The chamber that holds the sample is an
anodized aluminum unit and has diametrically-opposed ports in the base for
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saturation and drainage, where porous stones are placed. Also, since there
will be shear stresses transmitted by the top ring, a rough surface is needed
at the bottom of the chamber. This is accomplished by using a thin sand layer
glued with epoxy to its bottom. The geometry of the chamber is such that a
uniform shear strain is imposed during testing: it has a 10° slope in the
bottom so the outer section of the sample is thicker than the inner part; a
cross section of the chamber is shown in Figure III-7.

Figure III-6. Soil chamber.
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Chamber
Figure 111-7. Chamber cross section (not to scale).

Recalling the equations used to calculate the shear strain in the outer
and inner points of the section (chapter I) these quantities are equal and
calculated as follows:

yA = (r/h) 0
Yb=(R/H)0,
6 in radians

In this case: R = 6" and r=4"

Typically the value of H is about 1.3", which would make h=0.647"; in
this case, the strains at the two points (A and B) are the same.
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• Torque-thrust load cell (figure 111-8). This sensor is located immediately below
the chamber and it measures the vertical load that is applied to the sample
and the torque produced by the top ring, from which the shear stress can be
calculated. The signals of the sensor are sent to a computer, which uses
LabView to display the readings (thrust and torque). Load cell specifications
can be found in Appendix B.

Figure 111-8. Torque/Thrust sensor.

• Pneumatic bladder (figures 111-1, III-3 and III-9). Located below the bottom
table and is used to apply the vertical force needed to simulate the initial
vertical confining pressure on the sample. To inflate it, a compressed air
source is used and a regulator maintains a constant pressure level at any
point of the test. A pressure transducer receives the bladder pressure signal
from the air source and sends it to LabView so it can be monitored in the
computer as well.
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Figure 111-9. Pneumatic bladder.

• Pressure transducers and saturation lines (figures 111-10 and 111-11). The
pressure transducers are responsible for reading any type of pressure that is
to be experienced by the sample; there are two of them: one is a pore water
pressure transducer which reads the backpressure and the excess pore
water pressure produced during testing. The other transducer reads the
pressure that is applied to the bladder (initial vertical confining pressure).
They are also communicated to the LabView program so the changes in
pressure can be recorded and plotted on Excel once the test is finished. The
saturation lines are 1/8" diameter and are distributed so water and CO2 can
be circulated through the sample by opening and closing a series of valves
(procedure for saturation will be described in a different section).
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Figure 111-10. Pore water pressure transducer.

• Clamping system (figure 111-12). It is very important to keep the machine as
rigid as possible during testing so constant volume (undrained) conditions
can be achieved. Initially, a set of four clamps was used to keep the feet of
the lateral shafts attached to the table and from moving up as the top ring
moves. During early stages of testing, it was observed that this clamping
system permitted unacceptable vertical deformations and needed to be
changed; instead, two feet were installed at the bottom of the lateral shafts
and have two holes each so they can be bolted to the table.
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Pressure
transducer

Compressed
air source

Soil chamber
De-aired
water tank
One-way valve
Backpressure
tank

Common side

Common side

Three-way valve # 2

Three-way valve # 1

Pore water
pressure
transducer

Figure 111-11. Distribution of pressure transducers and saturation lines.

Lateral
Shaft

Clamps

Figure 111-12. Original and modified clamping system.
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De-aired water tank. This tank stores water that is used to saturate the
sample. It has a vacuum source in the top, and a valve that controls it. This
valve should be kept open when the machine is not being used.

Backpressure chamber. This is used to apply the backpressure needed for
saturation. It is connected to the bottom of the soil chamber through a series
of 1/8" lines.

Compressed air source. This is used to apply both the backpressure for
saturation and the initial confining pressure to the bladder.

Vacuum source. This is used to help the saturation process; it is connected to
the top ring so a small vacuum can be applied to the sample before starting
with the circulation of de-aired water.
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• Jacks to help saturation process. Since the test is undrained, a fully saturated
sample is desired and in order to achieve a suitable B value during
saturation, two jacks are used to lift the machine so there is a highest (water
outlet) and a lowest (inlet) point. Figure 111-13 illustrates how the machine can
be tilted using the jacks.

Jacks to lift the table

Figure 111-13. Jacks to lift the table.

• Test measurement sensors. Several sensors are installed so measurements
such as torque induced by the top ring to the sample, thrust, and vertical
displacement of the top ring can be monitored during the test. All the signals
are sent to LabView so they can be processed and analyzed after each test.
The following sketch illustrates how the electronic components are installed in
the machine (figure 111-14).
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Motor

PC Labview

Analog/digital
converter

Servo-controller

Signal
conditioners

Load cell

Torque

Thrust

Pressure
source
Pressure
transducer

Bladder

Pressure
source
Pore water
Pressure
transducer

Soil chamber

Figure 111-14. Schematic flow chart for electronics.

• Miscellaneous. The machine is equipped with other devices and instruments
that have different functions, depending on the stage of the test. The
following list summarizes and briefly describes them.
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CHAPTER IV

TESTING WITH THE RING SHEAR DEVICE.
The ring shear device has been implemented as a tool to help the
understanding of the behavior of flow slides and liquefied soils. However,
because there is no a standard device nor recommendations that lead to a
single design, every single RSD is different from other versions, depending on
the needs of the researcher and/or the way to approach the flow slide
problem. This chapter describes in detail the way the UNH version has been
used so far and includes some examples of the results that are obtained.

General Procedure

The first step is to clean the machine and remove any excess of soil
that was left after previous tests. This is done so the weight of the sample is
not affected by extraneous material. The following list describes the procedure
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in detail. Note that some steps from the chapter "Material properties and
sample preparation technique" are repeated here, just as a reminder:

1. Before starting, flush water from the saturation lines with compressed air.

2. Measure the friction due to the o-rings: start the LabView and Motion
Planner software and bring the torque signal to zero; fill the chamber with
water, clean and lubricate the o-rings, bring the top ring down and apply a
small pressure; run the monotonic part of the test, using the speeds that
are to be used during testing (i.e., 5,10,15 and 20 rev/min).

3. Remove pressure and bring top ring up.

4. Place dummies diametrically opposed.

5. Bring top ring down and make two height readings on dummies to 0.001".
Since the sample has a trapezoidal shape, an average height is used to
calculate the thickness of the sample. Figure IV-1 shows the dimensions of
the dummies.

6. Clean the grooves for the o-rings and make sure that no sand is trapped in
them; clean the o-rings with orange soap and apply lubricant evenly
(acrylic lubricant). Set them aside (they will be installed at the very last
moment before apply the external pressure).
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1.879"

Figure IV-1. Dummies to measure the height of the sample.

7. Prepare sample as described in chapter "Sample preparation technique."

8. Bring top ring down, bolt the feet of the lateral shafts to the table and apply
initial confining pressure (o0) using the bladder.

9. Place the bottom plate supports (green jacks) below bottom table and
tighten them until they don't move anymore, applying a torque of 20 in-#
(see figure IV-2).

reen jacks

Figure IV-2. Green jacks below table
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10. Take height readings on sample, taking care to place the dial gauges in
the same places where they were placed in step 4.

11. Apply a small vacuum (5 mm. HG) for 10 minutes to top drain.

12. Use the two table-tilting red jacks (figure 111-13, chapter 3) to lift the table
so the outlet on the top ring ends up being the highest point; DON'T LIFT
IT TO AN UNSAFE POINT; tentatively, 2 inches is recommended.

13. Circulate CO2 for 20 min. and stop for 5min. Circulate

CO2

again for

another 5min.

14. Circulate de-aired water until no more bubbles come out (figure IV-3). Let
it flow for 25min. Stop another 5 min. and re-circulate again for 10min.

Saturation line

Flask

Chamber

Figure IV-3. Flask arrangement in top ring.
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Air bubbles

15. Bring table down CAREFULLY and remove red jacks.

16. Install the LVDT designated to monitor the vertical displacement of the top
ring. Readings are sent to LabView and taken into account when
calculating the volume of the sample. There is no need to set LVDT initial
reading to zero, since the software captures the entire displacement
history and relative quantities can be calculated.

17. Run LabView and apply backpressure (Uo); this will allow monitoring the
movement of the top ring during application of backpressure. Let it act for
15min.

18. Open top valve gently so water circulates until no more bubbles are
observed, with backpressure still applied.

19. Close top valve again, stop for 5min and open again for another 5min.

20. Close backpressure chamber valve and see if reading on water pressure
is constant.

21. Check B value: start a new file in LabView, close backpressure chamber
valve and apply 600 lbs. (thrust); monitor and record the change in pore
water pressure. Calculate B value using the equation derived by Miller
(1995):
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U

^ + ^ K ^ - K . A U + AU)

Where:
AU: change in pore water pressure
A01: change in external pressure
Ko: coefficient of earth pressure at-rest pressure, which can be calculated
based on the internal friction angle (f):

Ko = 1-sinf

The internal friction angle depends on the relative density of the
material and can be found from the following experimental curve (source:
Miller, 1994):
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Figure IV-4. Dr% vs. internal friction angle for Holliston sand (Miller, 1994).
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22. Remove additional thrust and open backpressure chamber valve again
and wait until ready to run the test.
23. Start Lab-View again and Motion Planer (MP) software.

24. Set desired parameters for loading (in Motion Planner):
varil = vari2: Angle of rotation during cyclic loading (i.e. 5000 counts 5 degrees)
vari3: number of cycles (i.e. 10).

25. vari4: speed of rotation during monotonic movement (i.e., 50,000 means 5
rev/min).

26. Close the backpressure chamber valve.

27. Run the cyclic part of the test until the pore water pressure reaches a
constant value.

28. Run the monotonic part of the test. When torque reading reaches a
constant value, stop the machine (from Motion Planner) and change the
command of "vari4" using a different speed (for 5, 10, 15 and 20 rev/min,
type "vari4=50000", uvari4=100000", uvari4=150000" and uvari4=200000",
respectively), and run the program again, until the desired set of velocities
are completed.

29. Disassemble the chamber:
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o

Open backpressure tank again.

o

Remove backpressure.

o

Remove green jacks.

o

Open valve on top ring to atmosphere and let water to flow,

o

Remove pressure from bladder.

o

Remove bolts from the feet of the lateral shafts.

o

Lift top ring carefully.

30. Recover sample for weighing and dry it for 24 hours.

Once the process is complete, the data saved on the PC can be
transferred to Excel file and reduced. The following figure shows the results
from a typical test:

a)

a-1200

300

Time (sec)

Figure IV-5a. Typical test from ring shear device (thrust).
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Figure IV-5b. Typical test from ring shear device (Torque)
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Figure IV-5c. Typical test from ring shear device (Water pressure).
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300

All tests were run using a total stress of 30 psi and an initial pore water
pressure of 15 psi, which gives an initial vertical effective stress (ct'vo) of 15
psi. The target value for the (x/ct'v0) ratio in cyclic loading is 0.15.

It is observed that the pore water pressure jumps to a value of about 55
psi almost immediately after the movement starts, which is more than it is
expected to be (about 30 psi); this is typical in every test: no more than 2
complete cycles are needed to build up the pore water pressure to a value
similar to that of figure IV-5(c). In order to investigate the reason of this
behavior, an LVDT was installed to monitor the displacement of the top ring
with respect to the chamber. The following graph shows a typical
displacement monitoring result obtained from the LVDT and recorder by
LabView.

-008

20
Monotonic

-0.085

-0.095

-0.105

Figure IV-6. Displacement of top ring with respect to the chamber.
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Usually most of the vertical displacement is produced during the
monotonic part of the test. Also, a change in the thrust reading is observed,
which is supposed to be stable; according to the manufacturer of the load cell,
once the torque is applied, the thrust reading is no longer correct, since it is
affected by the torque.

It was found that the top ring was moving down during testing, which
means that the sample does not loses contact with the sand paper on the top
ring; usually, the displacement was observed to be in the range of 0.004" to
0.009".

This is an interesting observation and it can explain the behavior of the
pore water pressure change by means of the relationship between change in
water pressure and the compressibility of the sample (water and soil), as
follows (Akers, 2001):

Cl =

n

l"~~Y (l— So + SoH)+SoCw j

n-e

Where:
CI: sample compressibility.
n: porosity.
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e: vertical strain.

Uo: initial pore water pressure.
Uf: final pore water pressure.
So: initial degree of saturation (based on B value).
Cw: compressibility of water, 4.5E-5 (kg/cm2)"1, or 3.1638E-6 (psi)"1
H: Henry's constant (0.02055).

The following values can be used to evaluate the compressibility (or
modulus) of the sample:

For Dr = 27% : e = 0.781 and n = 0.438
Vertical strain: 0.00771.011" = 0.00692

Cl =

0.438
I-it (\ - 0.97 + 0.97 * 0.02055)+0.97 * 3.1638£- 6 j
0.438-0.00692

CI = 2.4E-4 (psi)"1

So, the modulus would be:
E = 1/CI = 1 / 2.14516E-4 = 4200 psi.
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The increase in water pressure due to this modulus and the measured
strain would be:
AU = E* e = 4200 * 0.00692 » 29 psi

This value is similar to those observed and recorded by LabView.

For the test shown in figure IV-5, to reduce the data, the following table
can be used:
Table IV-1. Raw and reduced data.
Speed Raw Torque * Torque in o-rings * Torque in soil
(in-#)
(in-#)
(rpm)
(in-#)
1280
5
603
677
1730
914
10
816
1910
1010
900
15
2050
1080
970
20
* Take an average of the readings from LabView.

Speed (1/sec): Speed (RPM).
Torque in soil: Raw Torque - Torque in o-rings.
Shear stress = T * r / A.
T: torque in soil.
r: average radius of ring, 5in.
A: cross sectional area, 62.8 in2
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Shear stress
(psi)
2.2
2.6
2.9
3.1

These results are plotted in the following chart (shear strain rate vs.
shear stress):
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Figure IV-7. Shear stress vs. shear strain rate plot (Dr=27%)
The following table summarizes the successful tests, including their
corresponding B value:
Table IV-2. List of successful tests.
Dr [%]

5

10

15

20

24
24
25
25
26
27
28
30
33
34
19
36
35

11
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.8
1.9
2.3
3
3.1
0.7
4.1
3.2

1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
2.2
2.3
2.3
2.7
3.5
3.4
0.95
4.3
3.3

1.5
1.6
1.9
1.8
2.4
2.5
2.6
3.12
3.9
3.6
1
4.4
3.5

1.7
1.8
2
1.9
2.5
2.6
2.8
3.3
4.2
3.7
1.1
4.5

I

i
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Date
1

:
j

| B value

July 3 ;
aug 7
Mar-15
21-Mar
Jun-04
May-30 i
aug 3
aug 9 <
Mar-06
aug 13
Sep-10
; 14-Sep
19-Sep

0.92
0.93
0.86
0.85
0.91
0.91
0.95
0.95
0.86
0.97
0.97
0.96
0.95

Special Tests

An interesting test intended to know how the sample is being sheared
was carried out using thin vertical bands of red sand, as depicted in figure IV-

Figure IV-8. Special test with colored sand.
Pictures IV-9a and IV-9b were taken after excavating the colored zones
in the chamber:

Sheared zone

Intact material
after shearing

Figure IV-9a. Colored sample after excavation
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Figure IV-9b. Colored sample after excavation

As it can be seen, the sample was failing through a thin band, which
was 6mm thick, in average (20 times D5o)- This brings as a consequence a
change in the strain rates that were originally calculated, based on the entire
thickness of the sample:

Thickness of sheared zone: 0.2362 in

Table IV-3. Calculated velocities and shear strain rates
Rotation velocity (rpm)
Angular velocity (deg/sec)
Angular velocity (rad/sec)
Shear strain rate ('y)

5
30
0.5236
11.0838
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10
60
1.0472
22.1676

15
90
1.5708
33.2514

20
120
2.0944
44.3352

Note a maximum strain rate of 44 1/sec is obtained, which is
representative of real flow slides (Bryant et al, 1983).

Testing with Standard Material

In order to calibrate the ring shear device and to improve the accuracy
of the results that are obtained, it was decided to use a material for which the
rheological properties have been well identified. A standard material N62000
(Cannon Instrument Company) with a viscosity of 200000 mPa- sec
(centipoises) (0.029 lb-sec/in2) was used. This material behaves as a
Newtonian fluid, which means that the viscosity is constant and that it does
not experience any shear resistance when it is in repose. The following plot
shows the behavior of this standard.

Shear stress (psi)

0.029 lb-sec/in2

(1/sec) (Strain rate)
Figure IV-10. Theoretical behavior of Standard Material.
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The procedure followed to test the standard material is similar to that
used during testing with sand, with a few changes, including the inclusion of
the use of red sand to monitor the way the sample is being sheared:
• Saturation lines were removed so they wouldn't get damaged.
• Drainage holes were plugged with corks.
• O-rings were cleaned, lubricated and placed on the groves. Note the
friction is to be measured at the very end of the test, since it was controlled
by the standard material.
• Two aluminum tubes (3/4" diameter, 4" long) were placed inside the
chamber, opposite to the drainage holes. The standard material was also
placed in the chamber in the same way described in Chapter III.
• The tubes were filled with the red sand and carefully removed along with
the screen. It was observed that the sand did not mix with the standard
material, due to its high viscosity.
• Top ring was brought down and an external pressure of 15 psi was applied
checking that some standard material was observed to come out through
the drainage hole of the top ring, after which it was closed.
• Green jacks were placed below the table and the machine was lifted using
the red jacks to remove any air inside the chamber.
• The test was run using the same speeds that were used during
conventional testing (5rpm, 10rpm, 15 rpm and 20 rpm).
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• Once the test was complete, the friction in the o-rings was measured, by
removing the external pressure and lifting the top ring so it was not in
contact with the sample anymore.
• The raw data was retrieved from LabView and reduced in Excel:
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Figure IV-11. Raw and reduced data from test with Standard Material.
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Figure IV-11 shows that the machine obtains a different value for the
viscosity: instead of 0.029 lb-sec/in2, a value of 0.06 lb-sec/in2 is obtained;
also, results show that the line has an initial intercept (zero offset) of about
0.31 psi with the shear stress axis. This zero intercept is attributed to the
machine and is considered as a correction that needs to be applied to the
reduced values of shear stress. It was observed that the red sand moved in its
entire section, which means that all the mass was being sheared, as a
difference with the sand; this is due to the nature itself of the standard
material (a viscous fluid).

Corrected Tests Data

The following plot shows the reduced data of the successful tests,
including the zero offset correction from the testing with the standard material.
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Figure IV-12. Reduced data of successful tests.
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CHAPTER V

ANALYSIS OF THE RESULTS

This chapter is intended to discuss and analyze the results that were
obtained during testing with the ring shear device (RSD) and to propose a
simple mathematical model that fits the experimental data, which can be used
to predict the residual strength of the tested material at strain rates larger than
those used in the lab.

Several rheological models can be implemented to fit the experimental
data; for instance, Chen and Lee (2002) mention the Bingham model to
identify flowing materials such as slurry flows, liquefied mine tailing materials,
coal slurries, fine graded flows and snow avalanches; others have used the
Herschel-Bulkley model with mudflows, whose behavior is also influenced by
the concentration of particles in the mixture and for landslides with shear
strain rates in the order of 50 to 100 sec'1 (Govier and Aziz, 1982 and O'Brien
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arid Julien, 1988). The latter model (Herschel-Bulkley) can be implemented in
this dissertation using the following equation:

x

= Ty + K

y

m

Where:
t: Shear stress
Ty :yield stress

y:

Shear strain rate

K, m: empirical parameters

The experimental data that was reported in chapter IV is used in this
section to implement the Herschel-Bulkley model for each test. Regressions
shown in figures V-1 and V-2 were carried with the simple regression tool in
Excel (type of regression: power).
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The following table summarizes the results from the regression
analysis for the figure V-2 (Sur vs. shear strain rate), including the empirical
coefficients and exponents obtained for each relative density:

Table V-1. Herschel-Bulkley coefficients
Dr

K

m

19
24
24
25
25
26
27
28
30
33
34
36

0.3349
0.5367
0.615
0.839
0.5995
0.6375
0.9621
0.9661
1.2035
2.2739
1.668
3.499

0.3182
0.3021
0.2811
0.219
0.3222
0.3748
0.2699
0.2818
0.2676
0.1299
0.2428
0.0662
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Figure V-3. Variation of empirical parameters (K and m) with relative density.
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Experimental data suggests that as the relative density increases, the
parameter m decreases and its limit would be a small number; this means that
eventually, for high relative densities, the term ym would be one and the
residual strength would be constant; however, because no experimental data
is available for relative densities of more than 40%, the analysis carried in this
dissertation is to be limited to the range 19% to 36%.

Even though the Mohr-Coulomb equation is not being used in this
dissertation to model the liquefied soil, it can be thought as an upper bound
for the values obtained with the ring shear device.

Comparison with other Residual Strength Data

In this section, the experimental results the writer obtained with the
RSD are compared with those obtained by means of back-calculation of the
residual strength from collected data of case histories of liquefaction failures.
As it was mentioned in Chapter I, two approaches have been proposed: the
first was initially stated by Seed and Harder (1990) (recall figure 1-10), which
correlates Sur with the Equivalent Clean Sand SPT Corrected Blowcount
(Ni)eocs- Figure V-4 shows the comparison with the RSD residual strength.
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Since the residual strength is correlated with the Equivalent Clean
Sand SPT Corrected Blowcount (Ni)6ocs, a similar correction needs to be
used in order to bring the Dr to (NI)6OCS. A crude (and experimental)
correlation proposed by Mayne, et. al (2001) is used:
(Ni)eo-cs = 60 • (Dr/100)2
O
wQ.
Open dots: data from UNH RSD
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Figure V-4. Comparison of RSD with Seed and Herder's.
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Figure V-5. Comparison of RSD with Olson and Stark's.
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Previous figures suggest that the data obtained with the RSD is
consistent with the field data reported by Seed and Harder. However, such
agreement is not shown when the residual strength is normalized using the
initial vertical effective stress, as proposed by Olson and Stark, even though
the RSD data falls between the conventional triaxial tests bounds. Actually, it
has been pointed out that the normalization of the residual strength by the
vertical effective stress might not be appropriate, except for compressible
soils, such as silty sands and tailing sands (NSF Workshop "Post-liquefaction
shear strength of granular soils", 1998); there are also other factors that are
involved in field failures such as void ratio distribution which produces trapped
water films under less permeable layers, thus resulting in a lower equivalent
residual shear strength.

Strain Rate Applied bv the RSD

As it was mentioned in Chapter IV, a special test with colored sand
suggested that the sheared zone is 0.6mm thick (0.2362 in), which changes
the strain rates that were initially estimated with the entire thickness of the
sample. Figure V-6 shows how the residual strength changes with the strain
rate. According to Bryant et al (1983) shear strain rates in the field are
between 10 and 100 1/sec are observed in flow slides, which are in
accordance with the 44 1/sec measured with the RSD.
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CHAPTER VI

CONCLUSIONS

The basic objective of this research has been to develop a new design
for a ring shear testing system, intended to study strain-rate dependency in
the residual shearing strength of liquefied sand. The ultimate goal of this work
is to better model the behavior of destructive flow slides. A basic test series
for a soil highly susceptible to liquefaction and flow, a fine uniform sand in the
20% to 40% relative density range, has led to several basic conclusions:

1. Experimental results using the UNH ring shear device suggest that the
behavior of liquefied sands under undrained conditions is rate dependent;
therefore it can be modeled as viscous non-Newtonian fluid in terms of
shearing resistance versus shear strain rate. The best fit to the
experimental data was found to be the Herschel-Bulkley model:

x = Ty + K y m
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Where:

t: Shear stress

y: Shear strain rate

Ty :yield stress

K, m: empirical parameters

K and m were found to be dependent on the relative density, as
follows (recall figure V-3):
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2. As previously noted, measurements were made with relative densities
between 20% and 40%, and data suggest that the exponent (m)
decreases to a small value at higher densities and consequently the model
seems to tend towards a density-dependent constant at higher densities.
In terms of absolute values of shearing resistance, the UNH RSD data
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compare well with the latest data reported by Sassa and co-workers (Igwe,
Sassa and Wang, 2007).

3. Due to the limitations of the conventional triaxial test, and given the
experimental results obtained in this thesis, it may be concluded that the
behavior of fully liquefied materials cannot be investigated using the triaxial
device; the main disadvantages of it are: shear strains that can be
imposed are not large enough to compare them with shear strains
observed in real flow slides, and velocities (i.e., shear strain rates) that can
be applied are lower than those observed in the field.

4. In terms of shear strength values obtained, the laboratory data compare
well with field data back-calculated from field failures, as reported by Seed
and Harder (1990). On the other hand, when the field shear strength data
were normalized by a vertical (pre-slide) effective stress value (Olson and
Stark, 2002) the ring shear data plotted above the back-calculated field
values, although in the center of the scatter band obtained from triaxial
tests; it should be noted in this regard that Riemer (1997) and others do
not consider normalization to be accurate nor

appropriate for

characterizing liquefied soils, especially because it is very difficult to find a
representative pre-slide vertical effective stress for the sliding mass.
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5. Several aspects are still to be investigated with the RSD; among others,
these are the most important:

• Partial drainage. This would bring as a consequence a decrease in the
pore water pressure, which would bring an increase in the effective
stress, thus an increase in the shear strength, point at which the
material can reach a limit, perhaps controlled by the Mohr-Coulomb
criteria.
• Fines content. It has been recognized (Kramer, 1996) that fines tend to
prevent liquefaction, but there is little research on their effect on the
steady state behavior.
• Effect of higher relative densities. As it was mentioned, the
experimental data presented in this dissertation was calculated for a
range of relative densities between 20% and 40%; beyond this
maximum limit it is very difficult to extrapolate, specially because it is
uncertain what the upper bound of Sur can be, and at what point
dilation starts to control.
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